In this paper, a problem of shape design for a duct with the flow governed by the one-dimensional Euler equations is analyzed. The flow is assumed to be transonic, in the sense that we have a shock embedded in the flow. The presence of the shock introduces analytical and numerical difficulties that are overcome by introducing the shock location as an explicit state variable. We justify the use of adjoint variables by establishing conditions to ensure that the linearized constraint is surjective. These adjoint variables are used to state necessary optimality conditions and to compute gradients. In addition, our characterization of the adjoint variables is of interest for comparison to adjoints associated with shock-capturing formulations.
Introduction
In this paper we apply the shock-fitting framework developed in Cliff et al 3 to an optimal duct design problem governed by the one-dimensional Euler equations. The objective of this research is the rigorous mathematical justification of differentiability of the problem, surjectivity of the linearized constraints, and the accurate formulation of the adjoint equations for optimality. The purposes of this analysis are two-fold: first, as the foundation for the efficient numerical solution of the problem by an all-at-once method, and; second, for comparison to the behavior of adjoints arising from more formal treatments, including those arising from shock-capturing procedures.
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The following notation will be used: = density; u = velocity; e = specific total energy; h = height of the channel; q = h x =h logarithmic derivative of channel height; pressure:
A quasi-one-dimensional inviscid steady state flow can be described by the steady state Euler equations in conservation form 
F(U(x)
It can be shown that A(U) has eigenvalues u ? a, u, u + a, where a is the speed of sound. Boundary conditions for the system will be specified below. Subsequently we will often omit the argument x.
The problem we are interested in is the design of an area function h generating a flow that best approximates a desired pressure distribution p d in the least squares sense. We assume that the area function h is fixed at some point, say x = 0. This allows us to use the logarithmic derivative q of h as the design parameter. For given q(x) = h 0 (x)=h(x) the area function can be computed from
The mathematical formulation of our design problem is as follows:
subject to the steady state Euler equations
The flow is assumed to be transonic, with the shock implicitly defined by the Rankine Hugoniot condition,
We have boundary conditions at the inlet (9) and boundary conditions at the outlet In addition, we impose bounds on the logarithmic derivative of the area function 0 q low q(x) q upp ; x 2 0; 1]: (11) Iollo et al 6 have studied this problem using an adjoint method to formulate the optimality conditions. The adjoint system derived by them differs from that in the current paper. The boundary conditions imposed on the adjoint variables at the shock by Iollo et al 6 seem to be incorrect, except in a special case. This will be discussed in greater detail in Section 4. An extension of their results to the two-dimensional case is considered in Iollo and Salas. 7 Jameson 8 has also used an adjoint method to formulate a similar class of optimal design problems.
A similar problem has been studied by Frank and Shubin. 5 They point out that solutions of this simple model exhibit phenomena quite similar to those in two dimensional inviscid flow over an airfoil. They have shown that under given assumptions, the continuity and energy equations can be integrated out reducing the Euler system to a single ODE. In their version of the problem, a desired velocity profile is set as a target instead of a pressure distribution. They discuss numerical solutions for this problem, employing standard discretization schemes, and using both a black-box method and a Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) method. They have reported that the SQP scheme is not very robust, as compared to the black-box scheme, though when it does converge, it proves to be the superior method. Similar results, using the SQP method, have been reported in Sadchikova et al. 11 The failure of the SQP method stems from the existence of the shock in the flow. In particular, when Godunov-type schemes with low continuity properties are used to capture the shock, we find that the SQP method, which is designed for smooth problems, performs poorly.
In previous research 3 we discussed an approach to overcome this problem by treating the shock location as an explicit state variable and enforcing the shock condition as an additional state constraint. This was done in the context of the single ODE model described by Frank and Shubin. 5 We found that this approach yields better smoothness properties for the constraints. We provided a rigorous mathematical analysis of the existence and 2 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics nature of optimal solutions for the infinite-dimensional problem, and studied the relation between the infinitedimensional and the discrete problem, which revealed valuable insight into improving the performance of the optimization algorithm.
Other aspects of this design problem and other methods for its solution have been studied by Borggaard, 2 by Shenoy and Cliff 12 and by Narducci, Grossman, and Haftka. 10 In Borggaard 2 the flow variables are viewed as functions of the design variables and a sensitivity equation approach is used to compute the gradient. An optimal control approach is used by Shenoy and Cliff. 12 They assumed that the shock location is known. The area and the flow velocity are the state variables. The design problem is then formulated as an optimal control problem governed by a system of ODEs and solved using a multiple shooting method for the two-point boundary value problem which is obtained from the necessary optimality conditions. In Narducci et al 10 sensitivities for various (semi-) discretizations are studied. Although the shock location is treated implicitly, it enters the discretization scheme for the objective function. The design problem is solved numerically using the black-boxapproach with a steepest descent method.
The Design Problem in the Transformed Domain
For a rigorous mathematical treatment of the optimal control problem we transform the design problem presented in the introduction. In this transformation, the shock location is introduced as an explicit variable and the regions left and right of the shock are transformed onto the fixed interval (12) we find that the Euler equations (7) , the Rankine Hugoniot shock conditions (8) and the boundary conditions (9) , (10) 
with Rankine Hugoniot shock condition
and boundary conditions
at the inlet and with boundary conditions
at the outlet. For convenience, we summarize these conditions in a composite constraint function
With this formulation the system (13-17) can be written as:
C(U l ; U r ; x s ; q l ; q r ) = 0:
The systems (7-10) and (13-17) are equivalent. If U is a solution of the original system (7-10) with shock location x s , then the solution of the transformed system (13-17) can be computed from (12 For a complete description of the control problem, we have to specify the control space and the state space. It will be seen that an appropriate choice for the control space is
The set of admissible parameters is defined by Q ad = f(q l ; q r ) 2 Q j q low q l ( ); q r ( ) q upp g (29)
Defining the space
with L 1 (0; 1) = (L 1 (0; 1)) 3 , the constraint, (18), is viewed as a map from V Q into C:
For later purposes we also define the adjoint space analogously.
Differentiability and Surjectivity
The transformation of the design problem performed in Section 2 allows us to establish the Fréchet differentiability of the constraint function C and of the objective function J. The proofs for Fréchet differentiability are very similar to those presented in Cliff et al 3 for the Frank and Shubin model problem. In the following we make use of the notation (3), (4) and (29). 
where e q = (e q l ; e q r ).
Proof:
The proof of this result is similar to the corresponding one in Cliff et al 3 1 In the following, we interpret dpr(0) dU as a row or a column, as appropriate. The form should be apparent from the context.
The assertion follows from the definition of J using standard estimates. The proof is therefore omitted.
2
The final result of this section concerns the surjectivity of the linearized constraints. This property is important for the formulation of optimality conditions, see e.g. Maurer and Zowe. 9 Due to the partitioning of variables into states and controls, the surjectivity of the linearization of C is guaranteed if C v (v; q) is surjective. Recall that a l and a r denote the speed of sound in the regions left and right of the shock, respectively. 
Next, we have to incorporate the equations arising from the boundary conditions. The equation in (51) vanish. This homogeneity of the co-states at the shock was assumed generally in Iollo et al. 6 However, the rigorous presentation shows that the adjoints ( l ; r ) will in general be nonzero at the shock with opposite signs left and right of the shock. The fact that the costates are nonzero at the shock if the optimal value of the objective function is nonzero can also be observed in the numerical experiments for the Frank and Shubin problem reported in Cliff et al. 3 
Conclusions and Outlook
We have provided a careful derivation of an optimality system for a shape-design problem based on 1-D Euler flows. The analysis shows that the adjoints are smooth (indeed in W 1;1 ) in regions where the flow is smooth, but just as with the flow variables, there is a shock in the adjoint variables.
The conditions derived in Section 4 can be used for numerical implementation in several ways. The statemodel (13-17) defines a boundary-value problem to be solved for the flow variables and the shock-location given the area-distribution. With the state/control in-hand, the adjoint system (47-49, 51, 53) defines the adjoint variables ( l ; r ). Finally, the optimality conditions are given as (54,55). A simple gradient method would proceed by solving the first of these for the state, the second for the adjoint and then using an increment in the control as derived from the optimality conditions. As a globalization strategy, one might use the control increment as a search direction in the control space Q and perform a line-search for improvement of the cost function. This would require solving the system (22) for the variables (U l ; U r ; x s ) for each trial control increment.
As an alternative approach one might use an SQP framework, wherein the states and controls are treated as independent variables and the state model (22) is treated as an explicit constraint. In this all-at-once framework iterates proceed toward optimality and feasibility at the same time. The rigorous analysis of differentiability and 7 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics existence of Lagrange multipliers is expected to be important here, as it was in Cliff et al. 3 The study in Frank and Shubin 5 showed that formal development of an SQP algorithm did not lead to a satisfactory computational procedure. This is because the shock-capturing flow-model used does not possess the necessary smoothness properties to justify Lagrangian formulation. In Cliff et al 3 we utilized the same shock-fitting formulation employed here, but for the single ODE model of the flow. 5 In the present paper we have applied this approach to the full 1-D Euler system. Additionally, it is worth noting that care is needed in the formulation of the finite-dimensional approximation to preserve consistency with the continous problem. In Cliff et al 3 we observed that a modification of the finite-dimensional state/adjoint inner-product had a substantial impact on numerical efficiency of the overall procedure.
The analysis leads to a characterization of optimal shapes and can be numerically implemented in several ways. The flow formulation can be interpreted as a shock-fitting scheme and so is of questionable practical utiltity as a computational procedure for 3-dimensional flows. On the other hand, the analysis clearly reveals the nature of a shock in the adjoint system and this is of value for comparison to shock-capturing methods. There is no reason to believe that a discretization that leads to accurate shock modeling for the flow system is necessarily appropriate for modeling the shock in the adjoint system. The results in this paper can be used to construct test examples since we have a characterization of the adjoint system without numerical artifacts, such as artificial viscosity.
